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If P is a paracompact p-space, P XX is collectionwise normal, and Y is a closed image of X, 
then P x Y is collectionwise normal. 
If M is metric, X shrinking, and M XX is normal, then M XX is shrinking. 
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1. Introduction 
BY a space we mean a Hausdorff topological space and by a map we mean a 
continuous function. 
In this paper we consider questions similar to those studied in [13] and [17]. 
Since we use results from these papers, familiarity with the papers would be of 
some help. 
The first question we consider is: 
(I) If X x Y is normal and f is a closed map from Y onto Z is then X x Z 
normal? What happens if normality is replaced by collectionwise normality or by 
paracompactness? 
Note that if f is a perfect map from Y onto Z (i.e., a closed map with compact 
point inverses) then idx xf is a perfect map from X x Y onto X xZ, hence X x Y 
normal (collectionwise normal, paramcompact) implies X X Z normal (collection- 
wise normal, paracompact). However if f is not perfect, id, xf need not be closed, 
and it has been shown that there are, a space X, a metric space Y, and a space Z, 
a closed image of Y, such that X x Y is normal but X XZ is not [17, Section 61. 
Hence, in order to get an affirmative answer to (I) some restrictions on X or on Y 
are needed. The previous example indicates that one should look at restrictions on 
X. In this case there are several results: 
Theorem 1.1. (Rudin [13]). Assume C is compact, C x Y is normal, and Z is a closed 
image of Y. Then C XZ is normal. 
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Corollary 1.2. Assume P is locally compact and paracompact, P x Y is normal, and 
Z is a closed image of Y. Then P x Z is normal. 
Theorem 1.3 (Rudin and Starbird [17]). A ssume M is metric, M x Y is normal, and 
Z is a closed image of Y. Then M x Z is normal. 
Theorem 1.4. (Rudin and Starbird [ 171). Assume C is compact, M is metric, C x M x Y 
is normal, and Z is a closed image of Y. Then C x M x Z is normal. 
Theorem 1.4 is an easy consequence of Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 together with 
Theorem 1.5 (Rudin and Starbird [17]). A ssume C is compact, M is metric, and C X Y 
and M x Y are both normal. Then C x M X Y is normal. 
A natural question to ask is what happens with (I) if X is a closed subset of the 
product of a compact space with a metric space. Such a space is called a parucompact 
p-space. Note that paracompact p-spaces are indeed paracompact. They were defined 
by Arhangel’skii [l] and by Morita [7] (who calls them paracompact M-spaces) to 
be perfect preimages of metric spaces. It is easy to check (and is well known) that 
our definition is equivalent to the original one. In [l] p-spaces are characterized in 
terms of their tech-Stone compactifications and that characterization shows at once 
that locally compact paracompact spaces are paracompact and p (see also [4,5.5.9]). 
So Corollary 1.2 gives us one more reason to ask if (I) has an affirmative answer if 
X is assumed to be paracompact and p. It is known that in this case the answer is 
yes if X x Y is paracompact [17]. Here we show (Theorem 2.4) that the answer is 
yes if X X Y is collectionwise normal. 
There are many open questions involving (I), see [ 171 and [ll, Section 81. 
Our second question arose from (I). Namely in order to prove Theorem 2.4 we 
had to show that certain properties of X and Y are preserved in X x Y if X and 
Y are sufficiently nice and X x Y is normal. 
(II) If X x Y is normal what properties of X and Y are preserved in the product? 
We consider K-collectionwise normality (for every closed discrete family E of 
cardinality SK there is an open pairwise disjoint family {OH: H E x} such that 
H c 0, for every HE %T) and K-paracompactness (every open cover of size SK 
has a locally finite open refinement). We are also interested in shrinking spaces: 
Definition 1.6. A family {V,: (Y E K} is a shrinking of a cover {U,: (Y E K} of a 
topological space iff { V,. . (Y E K} is an open cover and V, c U, for all (Y E K. 
A space is K-shrinking iff every open cover of cardinality SK has a shrinking. A 
space is shrinking iff it is K-shrinking for every K. 
All spaces are l-shrinking. Observe that a space is normal iff it is K-shrinking for 
all finite K > 1. A space is normal and countably paracompact iff it is w-shrinking. 
In normal spaces every point finite open cover has a shrinking, hence normal 
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K-paracompact spaces are K-shrinking. o1 with the order topology is an example 
of a collectionwise normal shrinking space which is not paracompact. Since normal 
metacompact spaces are shrinking we see that there is a normal shrinking noncollec- 
tionwise normal space. There is a collectionwise normal space which is not shrinking 
[12]. For more on this see [ 151 and [16]. 
In order to answer (II) affirmatively we have to put some restrictions on X or 
on Y since there is a Lindeliif space X such that XxX is collectionwise normal 
but not paracompact [lo], and MA+ 1CH implies that there is a Lindelof X such 
that X xX is normal but not collectionwise normal [9]. 
It is easy to see that if X is a paracompact p-space and Y a K-collectionwise 
normal A-paracompact space then X X Y normal implies X X Y K-COlkCtiOnWiSe 
normal and A-paracompact (Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.3). It is somewhat harder 
to deal with the shrinking property. One of the reasons for that is that we do not 
know whether normal perfect preimages of shrinking spaces are shrinking. 
The shrinking property in products is considered in Section 3 while Section 2 is 
devoted to question (I). 
For undefined notions the reader is referred to [4]. Many results involving products 
of normal spaces can be found in [ll]. 
2. Closed maps 
We start with some easy and known lemmas. By idx we denote the identity map 
idx:X+X. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose P is a nondiscrete paracompact p-space and P XX is normal. 
Then X is countably paracompact. 
Theorem 2.2. Assume P is a paracompact p-space, X is K-collectionwise normal, and 
P x X is normal. Then P xX is K-collectionwise normal. 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose P is a paracompact p-space, X is A-paracompact, and P XX is 
normal. Then P XX is A-paracompact. 
In the proof of the following theorem we use two theorems, one by Starbird [ 181 
and the other by Rudin [13]. For the convenience of the reader and because we 
think that [18] is not widely available we sketch Starbird’s proof of his theorem. 
The Rudin’s theorem has a rather long proof so we do not give it here but refer the 
reader to the original paper by Rudin. 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose that P is a paracompact p-space, P xX is collectionwise normal, 
and Y is the image of X under a closed map. Then P x Y is collectionwise normal. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.2 it is enough to show that P x Y is normal since Y is 
collectionwise normal. Without loss of generality P is nondiscrete so, by Lemma 
2.1, X is countably paracompact. 
Let C be compact and M be metric such that P is a closed subset of C x M. Then 
the projection map n’: C x M + M is perfect and by taking rr’( P) instead of M we 
can assume that M = r’(P). Since P is closed in C x M, the restriction rr’ 1 P is a 
perfect map from P onto M. Hence M x X is normal and, by Lemma 2.3, countably 
paracompact. 
Let f be a closed map from X onto Y. 
Assume that H and K are two disjoint closed subsets of P X Y. To prove that 
P x Y is normal we find two disjoint open sets U and V containing H and K 
respectively. 
Define H’ = (idp xf)-‘( H) and K’ = (idp xf)-‘( K). H’ and K’ are two disjoint 
closed subsets of P xX. Since P XX is normal there is a map cp: P xX + [0, l] such 
that H’c (o-‘(O) and K’c p-l(l). At this point we need the following: 
Lemma 2.5 (Starbird [18]). Any map cp: P xX+ [0, l] can be extended to a map 
@:CxMxX+[O,l]. 
Proof (Starbird [IS]). Observe that the standard proof of the Tietze theorem for a 
normal space A and its closed subspace B [4,2.1,.8] uses only the fact that for any 
map q:B+[-l,l] there is a map $:A+[O,l] such that cp-‘(-l)c4-‘(0) and 
cp-‘(1) c r,!-‘(l), and that the normality of A is used only to show the existence of 
such a $. So in order to prove Lemma 2.5 it is sufficient to show that for any 
cp:P~X~[-l,l]thereisamap~:C~M~X~[O,l]withcp~’(-l)~~-‘(O)and 
cp_‘( 1) c l+_‘(l). 
Let 9I = U{%,: n E w} be a a-discrete basis for M with each 913, discrete and let 
b,<b,<... < 1 be a sequence of positive numbers. List M XX as {p,: (Y E A}. For 
(Y E A let U,, V, be open subsets of C such that 0, n v, = 0, and 
cp-I([-1, -hJ n CC x{p,))c U, x{p,l and 
cP-‘([b,, 11) n CC X{P,>) = V, x{p,}. 
For BE9 and iEw define 
QaBi=BX{XEX: cp-I([-l,-bi])n(CXBX{x})c U,XBX{x} and 
pm’([biy 11) n (C x BX{X})C V, X BX{x}}, 
and let se,: = int(Qn~i)\U{Qpsci~l,: P < aI. 
We show that U{SclBi:(YEhhBE~AiiEW}=MxX. Since MxX= 
U{int Qmsi: (Y E A A BE 93 A i E w} it is enough to show that: 
For all (Y E A, B E 3, i E w, (m, x) E M xX if (rn, x) E IJ{ Qpe(i-1): p < a} then there 
are yea andAE9I with(m,x)EintQyAi 
Since for each (m, x) E M XX there is a minimal (Y with (m, x) E int Qasi for some 
B, i. To show the claim observe that for (m, x) E IJ{Qpeci-r,: p < (Y} it is enough to 
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find y~cu with cp-‘([-l,-bi])n(Cx{( m, x)])c LJ, X {(m, x)] and cP-‘([biF 11) n 
(C x {(m, x)}) c V, x {(m, x)}. To see that there is such y let 0, = {X’E X: Vc E C 
[(cP(c, ~9 x)E L-1, -bil+ q(c, my X’) E [-I, -bi-,)) A (q(c, m, X)E[bi, II+ 
q(c, m, x’) E (bi+,, l])]}. (Note that if cp(c, m, x) is defined then so is cp(c, m, x’) 
for any X’E X.) 0, is open so fix X’E 0, and YE (Y with (m, X’)E QyB(i_1). 
Then p(c,m,x)~[-l,-b,]+~(c,m,x’)~[-l,-b,_,)+c~ U,. Similarly for V, 
Hence {SaBi: (Y E A A B E 93 A i E w} covers M XX. 
Define W,,i = S,,,\IJ{Sp,i: /3 # a} and observe that { WeBi: a E A A B E $33 A i E w} 
covers M xX since if (Y is least such that (m, x) E int QoBi then (m, x) E Wae(i+l). 
For i, jE w let Wij = U{ WaB,: B E sj}. Since M XX is normal and countably 
paracompact there is a locally finite shrinking { Ti,j: i, j E w) of { Wi,j: i, j E w}, and 
also there is a closed cover {SiJ: i, j E w} of M x X such that Sij c Tij for i, j E W. 
For c~ E A, i, jE w, BE 91j let r,l~~~~ be a map from M XX to [0, l] such that 
Sij n W,,i c +,&( 1) and ((M xX)\( &i n We,,)) c (cl:&(O). For (Y E A let I,!J~ be a 
map from C to [O, 11 with U, c $a’(O) and V, c t+blal(l). Then Cc, defined by 
(Cl(c,m,~)=min{~{~~(c)~(CI~~~(m,x):(~~h~B~E~~i,j~0},1} is as required. 
(See also [20].) 0 
From now on we will not use the notation from the proof of Lemma 2.5. 
Let @: C x M xX + [0, l] be a map extending cp. Let %( C, [0, 11) be the space of 
all maps from C to [0, l] with the supremum norm, i.e. for g, h E %(C, [O, ll), 
Ils-~ll=suPo~(c)-~(c)l: c E C}. Since C is compact the function &: M x X + 
%( C, [0, 11) defined by [&(p)](c) = @(c, p) for p E M x X and c E C is continuous. 
Let {G&: (Y E K} be a locally finite open cover of %‘(C, [0, 11) with sets of diameter 
less than 1. By taking a shrinking of {G&: LYE K} and pulling it, together with 
{G&: (Y E K} back to M x X we can find a locally finite closed family {F,: (Y E K} 
covering M xX and a locally finite open family {G,: u E K} such that, for (Y E K, 
F, c G, and G, = &‘(G&). 
For (YEK pick paeF, and let U,={CEC: @(c,p,)<i} and V,= 
{cEC: @(c,p,)>$}.Let7r:CxMxX + M XX be the projection map and for (Y E K 
define 0, = M X X\z-( (H’\ U, x M x X) u (K’\ V, x M XX)). Then for each (Y E K, 
G, = 0,. To see this let 4 E G,, then if CE C we have that I@(c, 4) - @(c, p,)I <:. 
So if (c, q) E H’ then @(c, q) = 0 so @(c, pa) <$ hence c E U,. Similarly (c, q) E K’ 
implies c E V,. Therefore G, c 0,. 
Let 5: C X M x Y+ M x Y be the projection map. For (Y E K define O& = 
M X Y\&‘((H\U, X M x Y) u (K\V, X M x Y)). Note that every 0; is open since 
6 is a closed map. 
We show now that (idM xf)-‘( 0;) = 0, for every (Y E K. First note that for (Y E K, 
~,={~EM~X:VCEC(((C,~)EH’+CEU,)A((C,~)EK’+CEV,))} and O&= 
{qEMxY:VcEC(((c,q)sH+cEU,)A((c,q)EK+c~V,))}. Let (m,x)E 
M XX. If (c, m,f(x))E H then (c, m, X)E H’, since H’= (id, xf)-‘(H) = 
(idp xf’)( H), so c E U,; similarly with K’s replacing H’s. Hence (idM xf))‘( 0;) 2 
0,. For (m, y) E M x Y, if there is a z ~fr(y) with (c, m, z) E H’ then (c, m,f(z)) E H 
so CE U,. Similarly for K. Hence (idM xf)-‘(O&.) = 0,. 
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Let 3 = U(9i: i E u} be a a-discrete basis for M such that each Bi is discrete 
and O&9% For BE% and LYEK let W,,, be the maximal open set in Y such that 
B x WB*,, c 0:. Since each O& is open we have that U{ Ws,_: B E 933) = 0; for each 
(Y E K. Define TB,, = B Xf’( W,,,) = (idM xf)-‘(B x W,.,) c 0, for (Y E K and BE 2. 
For (Y E K, the family { Te,o,: BE 933) is a u-discrete open cover of 0,. Since M XX 
is normal and countably paracompact so is each F, being closed in M x X. If LY E K, 
{ Ts,ol n F,: B E 33) is a m-discrete open (in F,) cover of F,, hence there is a locally 
finite, open in F,, refinement of { Ts+ n F,: B E 933). But then a shrinking (in F,) of 
this refinement gives us a locally finite (in M XX) closed refinement { FB,a : B E 933) 
of { TB,_ n F,: B E 933) covering F, and such that Fs+ c Te., n F, for B E 93. 
For B E 93 and (Y E K let LB,, be an open set in M x X such that FB3, c L,, c LB+ c 
T,,, n G,. If (Y E K and B, B’E 523 define Qe,B,,a to be the maximal open set in X 
such that B’ x Qe,s,,a c LB,,. Note that if Qe,s,,a is nohempty then B’ c B, and that, 
since each L,, is open, the family {B’ x QB,B,,n : B’ E 933) covers Fs+. 
We need one more lemma, but first: 
Definition 2.6. A family {z. . a E A} of subsets of a topological space is closure- 
preserving iff for every S subset of A, I_{ Fe: (Y E S} = U{I~: (Y E S}. 
A family {z: (Y E A} is hereditarily closure-preserving iff every family {Jm: (Y E A} 
such that J, c I, for each (Y E A, is closure preserving. 
Observe that a closed image of a locally finite family is hereditarily closure- 
preserving. 
Lemma 2.7 (Rudin [13]). Assume that A > 2 is a cardinal, Y is <A-collectionwise 
normal (i.e., p-collectionwise normal for all p< A), and % is an open cover of Y of 
size A which has a hereditarily closure-preserving closed refinement covering Y. Then 
there is a 1ocallyJinite closed rejinement of 52 covering Y. 
We work towards an application of Lemma 2.7. 
Fix B, B’ E 93. The family {B’ x QB,B,,L2: a E K} is locally finite in M XX since 
{G,: (Y E K} is locally finite and B’ X Qe,s,,a c G, for (Y E K. As O& 3, the family 
1 Qe,w,a : a E K} must be locally finite in X. Hence {f’( Qe,BV,a): cr E K} is a hereditarily - - 
closure-preserving family of closed subsets of Y. Since B’ x Qe,BZ,u c LB,, c TsTa = 
Bxf’( W,,,) we have that each f(Qs,sP,a ) c W, a. Recall that Y is collectionwise 
normal so it is its closed supsace Z = f (u{ QB,B,,ol: a E K}) = IJ {f ( Qe,B,,O): a E K}. 
Apply Lemma 2.7 to the space 2 and the open cover { W,,, n 2: a E K}. 
So for every B, B’ E 93 there is a locally finite (in Y) family {AB,B,,a: a E K} of 
closed subsets of Y such that U {As Bs oL : a E K} = IJ {f ( QB,B,,ol): a E K} and AB,B,,a c 
WB,, for each (Y E K. Then, for B, i’; 93 the family {B’ XAB,B,,o: a E K} is a locally 
finite family of closed subsets of M X Y such that for every (Y E K, B’ X AB,Bf,cl C B X 
W,, = 0;. 
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For i, j E w, {B’X AB,B’,rr: a E K A B’ E Bj A B E Bi} is locally finite (since for each 
B’E Bj there is at most one BE 9$ with a nonempty AS,Bz,a). By Theorem 1.3 and 
the fact that M XX is normal we know that M x Y is normal. Recall that X is 
countably paracompact and so is Y. Hence M x Y is collectionwise normal (by 
Theorem 2.2) and countably paracompact (Lemma 2.3). So for every i, j E w there 
is a locally finite open family {SBj,s.,a: cu~~~B~%$~B’~%?~}suchthatforallB~$, 
B’ E aj, a E K, B’ x Ae,s,,, c S&+ [4,5.5.18]. Since M X Y is normal and each 
B’ x &,~‘,a c O& we can assume furthermore that each Sx,,,, c 0;. 
_Por CY E K and i, j E o define Sy = U {S&,,,. . B E CZ& A B’ E C%lj} and observe that 
Sz c 0; and that {Sz: (Y E K} is locally finite. 
Claim. H c IJ { U, X Si’: aEKAi,jEW}, KcU{V,XS~:CZEKA~~EW} and for 
everyaE~, i,jEw, HnV,xSy=@and KnU,xS?=0. 
This fact gives us U and V, two disjoint open subsets of C x M x Y with H c Y 
and K c V (and thus finishes the proof that P x Y is collectionwise normal) since 
{U, xs:: aEKAi,jEW}and{V,xSy: (Y E K A i, j E w} are a-locally finite and open. 
To prove the claim we check first that H n V, X $2 0 if (Y E K and i, j E w. Note 
thatHnCxO&cU,xO&andthatV,cC\U,andS~cO&,henceHnV~x~= 
0. The proof that K n U, x Sy = 0 is the same. 
Now we show that H = LJ {U, x S!: a E K A i, j E w} and the same argument shows 
thatKcU{V,~S~:aEKAi,jEw}.ObseIlrethatU{S~:cuEKAi,jEw}=MxY 
(since for every (Y E K and BE 93, {B’ x Qe,Bz,a: B’E 3) covers FB,, and FB,,,, cover 
M XX). If (c, P)E H there are (Y E K and i, jE w with p E S:c 0;. Since H n 
c x0&c u, x0&, (C,P)E u, xs;. cl 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose C is compact, M is metric, P is a closed subset of C X M, X is 
w( C)-collectionwise normal, P XX is normal, and Y is a closed image of X. Then 
P X Y is normal. 
Proof. Observe that in the proof of Theorem 2.4 only K-collectionwise normality 
of X is used where K is the cardinality of the cover {F,: a E K}. This cover can 
always be picked in such a way that it has cardinality at most equal to the weight 
of %( C, [0, 11) which is equal to the weight of C (if w(C) is infinite; for w(C) < w 
this is Theorem 1.3). Cl 
The reason for stating Theorem 2.8 is the following. In [ll] Przymusinski asks 
for a reasonably simple proof of Rudin’s theorem 1.1. We are not able to give a 
simple proof of it, but using the fact that if C is compact and C xX is normal then 
X is w( C)-collectionwise normal ([ 131, for a simple proof see [ 191, also [ 111) and 
Theorem 2.8 we are able to give a much more complicated proof of Theorem 1.1. 
So after seeing our proof the reader should be satisfied with the proof given by Rudin. 
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3. Shrinking 
In this section we look at the shrinking property in normal products. The following 
two simple facts might be useful in proving that a space is shrinking. 
Lemma 3.1. Assume X is countably paracompact, and { U, : cy E K} and { V,,, : n E w A 
(Y E K} are open covers of X such that for every n E w and CY E K, v,,, c U,. Then there 
is a shrinking of {U,: CY E K}. 
Proof. For n E w define V,, = U {V,,+: a E K} and let { W,: n E w} be a locally finite 
open refinement of {V,: n E w} such that W,, c V, for n E w. For (Y E K, let V, = 
U{W”nv”,,: ngw}. 
Note that { W, A V_: n E w} is locally finite for every a E K, so, for (Y E K, 7, = 
U{Wnn V”@: ~ nEw}=LJ{W,n v,,: n E w}C U,. Since {V,: a E K} covers X it is 
a shrinking of {U,: (Y E K}. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Assume that for every open cover {U,: (Y E K} of a space X there is an 
open cover { Vn+: IIEWALYEK} ofXsuch thatforeverynEw and(YEK, v,+c U,. 
Then X is shrinking. 
Proof. It suffices to show that X is coutably paracompact. To see this observe that 
a space X is countably paracompact iff every increasing open cover { Ui: i E w} has 
a countable open refinement { W,: k E w} covering X and such that for every k E w 
thereisaniEwwithKcUk q 
Corollary 3.3. Every perfectly normal space is shrinking. 
Now we consider the shrinking property in infinite products. There are some 
related results. Recall that if p is a point in n,,, X, the subspace Z(p) = 
{XE rI,,K X,: \{a E K: x(a) #p(a)}\< w} of fl,,, X, is called a sigma-product of 
{X,: LY E K}. It is known that any E-product of metric spaces is shrinking [14] and 
that a E-product of paracompact p-space is shrinking iff it is normal [6]. 
In connection with the following theorem note that Michael line L [23; 4,5.1.32] 
is such that LX w” is normal for every n E w, but Lx w w is not normal [23; 24; 
4, 5.1.321. 
Theorem 3.4. A normalproduct npGA X, is shrinking iffor everyfinite S c A, nPGh X0 
is shrinking. 
Proof. Direction from left to right is trivial, therefore let npGA X, be a normal 
product with all finite subproducts shrinking. We can assume that each X, contains 
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at least two points. We work toward an application of Lemma 3.1. However, we 
need the lemma in a slightly more general form, so observe that the lemma holds 
(with the same proof) if we replace w by A and ‘countably paracompact’ by 
‘A-paracompact’. Now we show 
Lemma 3.5. Assume that each X, for p E A contains at least two points and that 
npC,+ X, is normal. Then nPth X, is A-paracompact. 
Proof. Observe that if S c A is such that ]A\.S = A then npts X, is A-paracompact 
by [8], since (npEs X,) x 2” is normal, being a closed subspace of the normal space 
nTpcA X,. Let {S,: n E w} be a family of subsets of A such that S, n S, = 0 if n # m, 
and LL S, = A. Let Y, =npts,X,; then Hash X, =n,,,, Y, and by the above 
paragraph all finite products of the Y,,‘s are A-paracompact. Since n,,,, Y,, is normal 
it is countably paracompact by [25; 5; also, 11, Theorem 6.11. 
A countably paracompact space is A-paracompact iff every open cover of size A 
has a u-locally finite open refinement, so the proof can be finished as in [ 11, Theorem 
6.l(iii)]. (Also after reading the rest of the proof of the theorem it should be clear 
how to finish this proof.) 0 
We proceed by induction, so let A be the minimal for which the theorem fails. 
Let {U,: LY E K} be an open cover of n PEhXp. We have to show that {U,: CKEK} 
has a shrinking and we do that by using Lemma 3.1. 
For yEA and CIYEK define 
U&= XE fl Xa:thereisanopenUc n X, 
1 PC-Y P<v 
containing x such that U x n X, = U, , 
P=Y I 
andlet O,=(lJ{UZ;: LYEK})X~~ pa-v X,. Clearly { 0,: y E A} is an increasing family 
of open subsets of n a<* X,. Also (0,: y E A} covers nPch X, since if x E nPch X, 
there are y E A, LY E K and an open U c flpCr X, so that x E U x JJTpzY X c U,, hence 
x E ZJZ x npav X = 0,. The space np<* X, is normal and A-paracompact so there 
is an increasing shrinking {S,: YE A} of {O,: y E A}. 
Let, for y E A, r,,: HP<* X, + n p<vXP be the projection map. Since np<vXP is 
shrinking so is its closed subspace T, = (&<,,XP)\7r,((~p<h X,)\s,). Observe that 
eachT,iscoveredby{U,:aEK}sinceS,cO,forall ~EA.I~T,I~~{WZ:(YEK} 
be a shrinking of { Uz n T,: (Y E K}. 
For y E A and LY E K define VY,, = ( WZ n int T,,) x flPsy X,. Note that each V,, 
is open in &CA X and that V,,, = U, for every y E A, LY E K. Lemma 3.1 finishes the 
proof once we show that { Vy.“: y E A A (Y E K} covers HP<* X,. 
For each x E nPcn Xathereisa y~Awithx~S,soonecanfinda6>yandan 
open Ucn P<6 X,, containing x such that U x flpz8 X, c S,. And since {S,: y E A} 
is increasing we have that U x&~~X~ c S,. Then U c int T6, so there is an 
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(YEK withxE(WznintT,)xn pasXp=Vs,,.Hence{VY,,: yEAhcYErc}coversso 
&CA X, is shrinking. 0 
An argument similar to the one given above shows that Theorem 3.4 holds when 
shrinking is replaced by collectionwise normality. 
Next we look at the products with a metric factor. We give a direct proof (using 
an idea from the proof of Theorem 1 in [17]) of the following theorem. The reader 
who does not like our proof can use [ 11,4.1] to give another proof of it. 
Theorem 3.6. Suppose M is metric and X is shrinking. Then M XX is shrinking if it 
is normal. 
Proof. We assume M XX is normal and show that it is shrinking by using Corollary 
3.2. Let { U, : a E K) be an open cover of M X X. We want to construct an open cover 
{ V,,,: nEWA EK} suchthat V,,, c U, for every n E w and (Y E K. 
Let 91=U{5B3,: n E w} be a basis for M such that each %I,, is a locally finite 
family of open sets of diameter <l/2” and every discrete member of a contains 
exactly one point. By induction we can find points pe, qe E B, for every nondiscrete 
BE 23, in such a way that no point of M is picked twice. 
For B E 93 and a E K let U,,, be the largest open subset of X such that B x U,,, c 
U,, and define Fs = X\IJ {Us,,: a E K}. Observe that each Fs is closed in X and 
that FB = 0 if B is discrete (since in that case IBI = 1). For B E 93 define Hs = {ps} x F, 
and Ks = {qs} x Fs if B is nondiscrete, otherwise let Hs = Ks = 0. And for n E w let 
H,, = IJ {H,: BE %I,,} and K, = IJ {KB: BE 93,). Since each H, and each K, is the 
union of a locally finite family of closed sets we see that H, and K, are closed for 
every n E w. 
Define H =U,,,,, H, and K =IJ,,, K,, and observe that H n K = 0 since all 
points PB, qB are different. Now we show that H and K are closed. To show 
that H is closed note that it is enough to show that for every p E M XX there is a 
kEw such that p@IJnak H,,. Let p = (m, x), there is an LY E K with p E U, so let 
B x C be an open neighborhood of (m, x) with B x C c U,. Since for n E o the 
diameter of each member of 93; is <l/2” we can find a k E o and an open A = M 
containing m such that for every B’E LJnzk ?8,, if B’ n A # 0 then B’ c B (in other 
words St(A, Unzk 9,) c B). Then (A x C) n (Unzk H,,) = 0, since B’ x C = U, for 
every B’E Unak 93” with B’n A # (4 and therefore Cc UB._, for any such B’. The 
same argument shows that K is closed. 
M XX is normal, so let I and J be open subsets of M x X containing H and K 
respectively such that In 7 = 0. Let n: M x X + X be the projection map. For B E 93 
define U, = w( I n (B XX)) n r( J n (B XX)). Note that each each UB is open and 
that for every BE L-33, FB c U, (recall that Fs = 0 if B is discrete). So for BE 93, 
{ uB,cr : a E K} u { U,} is an open cover of X and let { Ve,,: (Y E K} u {V,} be its 
shrinking with VB c U, and VB,, c U, for CY E K. For n E w and (Y E K let 
V,,, = u{ B x VB,_: B E 9&}. Since each %I,, is locally finite, V,,, = 
u{B x VB+: BE$?&}~U{BXU~,,: BE~&}c U,. 
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It remains to show that { Vn,u: nEwhcYEK}coverSMXX.Todothatlet(m,x)E 
M XX be arbitrary. Since In ?= 0 we can assume that (m, x) r! 1 So there is an 
open neighborhood B x C of (m, x) with B E 3 and (B x C) n ? = 0. But then 
r(Zn(BxX))nC=fl so xg U, and we can find an (YEK with XE V,,,. Hence 
(m, x)~ B x VK,, so {Vn+: n E o A (Y E K} covers thus M XX is shrinking. q 
Note that all results in this section hold if we replace shrinking with K-shrinking. 
Let us mention that a normal space need not be shrinking in order to be a P-space 
(i.e., to have the normal product with every metric space). Such a space is constructed 
in [2] using 0. It has an increasing open cover of cardinality w1 which cannot be 
shrunk. This space is used in [3] to show that any space which has normal products 
with all P-spaces is metrizable. 
One way to see whether Theorem 3.6 holds for compact spaces M would be to 
show that the normal perfect preimages of shrinking spaces are shrinking (but this 
could be false). It is easy to see that any such preimage is such that any open cover 
of it which is closed under finite unions has a shrinking. In particular, every increasing 
open cover has a shrinking. Under 0 ++ there is a normal space which is not shrinking 
but its every increasing open cover has a shrinking [2]. However this space has an 
open cover closed under finite unions, which cannot be shrunk. 
Theorem 3.6 holds if M is the closed image of a metric space [21]. Also, let us 
remark that some conditions in Theorems 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 are needed since 0 
implies that for every n E w there is a space X such that X” is shrinking, and Xntl 
is normal and not countably paracompact [22]. 
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